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About This Game

Wishmaster is a game with an interesting and complex history of human desires and about the fact that not everything will go
the way you wish. The game includes a part with Visual Novel, where you will learn about the world and the people themselves,

and, certainly, about their dreams. The second part of the game is the game Match-3, where you will search for mysterious
energy to fulfill all the dreams of mortal creatures. Also you will be able to track your progress in the gallery.

You start the game as a magical creature that was born only a few moments ago and doesn’t know anything about itself. Using
the advice of the master and the power of Wishboard, you will fulfill the wishes of the living. But do people really want their

desires to be fulfilled? And is it possible to trust a new “friend”?

- More than 30 characters with diverse wishes

- You can decide which wish to fulfill

- Company mode for not one playthrough!

- Mode on time for relaxation

- Gallery with your progress
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crappy clone of bejuweled
with faces of manga fireses on tokens instead of gems. With 40 players online in 4 different difficulty brackets you're not likely
to find a game. Playing alone is not very fun as you don't have any time to build anything. give us unlimited time to build and
think about♥♥♥♥♥♥ along with JUMPING and this game is good in my book. Not great, but it would be good. As it stands it's
pretty childish. Also, reading the comments from the developer with sarcasm and contempt for the customers was a real let
down. Unprofessionalism may be expected from a group that just reuses the same old Unity crap. GG
. This game influenced my suicidial thoughts.. Buying and selling anything 101:
Buy low
Sell high
Kill people you owe money to
Pay attention to addicts for marketing tips
Eventually always shoot the Five-O.
Life skills
Market skills
Product investment strategies
Buy the game even if it isn't on sale.. One of the best board games i have ever played.
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A very neat little RPG-- little might need to be in quotes there, though. I'm (mostly) not an idiot, and it took me a little over 20
hours (not counting time the game was left idling) to beat it. You'll get a good amount of playtime for your money, and it's
almost entirely quality playtime. There are a few snags-- there are maybe two dungeons more than there need to be, and I had to
cheese a couple of the last fights by using damage dealing items. Overall, though, I found the story to be quite engaging, and the
battle system has had a lot of thought put into it. Definitely worth it for the price, and it's a shame that it has so few reviews..
This is the worst game I have come across in months. The gameplay is utterly broken and definitely not enjoyable.

Somehow it boggles the mind that the developers could have created and released a game like this that has something
fundamentally wrong with it. Do not buy this, and if you get it for free I pity you and any attempt you make to play this
wretched thing.

-100 out of ten. Minus. Negatives. Does not reach playing points. Do not buy. Do not play.

Please. If you value yourself in any way, avoid, avoid, avoid.. Weird & not easy to play game..
idea is simple.. match 3, but with limited moves, which really sucks
Some levels are impossible to finish..
Don't do it! Stay away!. Nifty submarine simulator. I strongly recommend using the "easy controls" option in the menu for
standard WASD movement. Loads of options and weapons and gadgets. Nice upgrade system.. > Killed the loanshark - I owe
him 2k
> Found 2 bags of coke on him
> Tour around the city, sell the coke for 28k each
> Ez profit, ez life

10\/10 would pop loansharks again. A really fun pixel game, and absolutely worth the price on sale!

-Pros
-Lovely pixel art
-Nice music,
-Tight controls
-A good mix of exploration & combat
-A variety of upgrades and sub unlocks
-Low sys reqs lets you run it even on older laptops and antiquated office computers.

-Cons
-No ability to remap keyboard controls (Frustrating for some, and game stopping for left handed players.)
-Relatively short game. (Only 4 areas + a final boss battle and I'm on area 3 after only 1.6 hours played.)

Overall: While I'm on the fence about it being worth $7.00, at the current -85% off sale it's well worth picking up, will easily
give 3+ hours of entertainment, (Likely 10+ counting future playthroughs.) and is a nice way to relax on lunch break..
achievements work fine
The image of the lion was creepy. My Gameplay Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2ppdJG7XjQ

The Dope Game is an interesting take on the old Ti-83 games some of us remember playing during middleschool or highschool.
It is a mix of a Visual Novel/point & click adventure/economic simulator where you have to Buy/Sell enough drugs to make a
profit. You also have to decide where to sell & keep track of the authorities simultaneously.

I found the game to be very easy (don't ask me why, But i know what to do!) & maybe too easy if you understand basic
economic or financial budgeting. I liked the artwork alot, & found it to be very grimey & fitting for the atmosphere of the
game. The Visual scenes are repetitive though, & you'll find yourself seeing the same chacracters over & over again through the
quick playthroughs...& i barely felt the heat from the police, which did not bother me until I purposely tried to get arrested.

To clarify about my game time (20 min logged on steam) I've purchased this game from another indieGaming site & spent
almost 2.5 hours playing it, so for me, it is def a cool take on this genre but It did not capture my desire to revisit it more than
twice. The price is super low, so you won't lose much, but only buy it if you want to try something silly & different!
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